
 
 

Powell River Trail Riders Arena and Clubhouse Fees and 
Policies 

 
 

Fees 
 

 3/4 arena rental (large/east end) $50.00 per day. May use the clubhouse 
but not exclusively and not if clubhouse is rented by another user. 

 Full facility rental, including clubhouse $80.00 per day. Restricted to 
renters use only at members exclusion. 

 Clubhouse rental $50.00 per day. $15.00 Set-Up or Take-Down Fee if 
wanting access before or after rental day (access 5:00pm the day before 
for set up and out by 12:00pm the day after for take down.) Members are 
excluded from using the clubhouse. 

 NON member arena fees (drop in, clinic, camping or show) $10.00 per 
NON member per day 

 NON member stall fee (drop in, clinic, camping or show) $10.00 per NON 
member per day 

 There is no charge for members for stalls. It is included in your 
membership fees 

 

Grounds and Arena 

 All riders (members and non) must have Horse Council BC Insurance. 

 Helmets recommended for all riders, helmets required for all riders under 
19 years of age. 

 No free lunging in the arena. 

 Equipment may be left in the arena from Monday morning until Thursday 
evening and must be put away after use on Friday, Saturday and Sunday 
regardless unless ring is privately rented. 

 Clean up after your horse. All manure to be dumped in bins provided. 

 Dogs must be on a leash at all times. 

 To avoid congestion and accommodate horse trailers please park in 
designated areas. Cars down near clubhouse on the east side of the 
grounds and horse trailers on the west and north side of the grounds. 
Keep the areas bordering Therapeutics paddock fence line clear of cars 
and trailers. 

 No club equipment to be lent out or leave the grounds. 

 No glass, no cans, or sharp objects of any kind permitted in arena or 
round-pen. 
 
 



 

Clubhouse 

 

 The renter has access to the cutlery, dishes, mugs, microwave, stove, 
fridge, coffee pot, these must be put away/cleaned by the end of the rental 
period. 

 Toilet paper, bathroom paper towels, hand and dishwashing soap and 
cleaning products will be provided. (Please advise lessor if supplies are 
getting low). 

 All remaining foodstuffs, wastes etc. shall be deposited in the garbage 
cans provided and waste must be removed by the renter at their own 
expense at the end of rental. 

 No intoxicating liquor to be served, sold or consumed on the premises 
unless a valid liquor permit is obtained. 

 All appliances and lights must be turned off and heating turned down 
before leaving the premises. 

 All doors must be locked and key returned to booking clerk. 
 

 
Clinics and Coaching/Lessons 
 

 A clinic is considered to be more than 5 riders in a day or in a group. The 
ring (3/4) must be booked as a private rental. 
 

 5 or fewer riders are considered coaching/lessons. The coach must: 
A) Become Trail Riders Member and can use the ring on a year round 

drop in basis while allowing others to use the ring at the same time 
or  

B) Choose to not become a member and pay a $20/day user fee will 
be charged. A non-member coach must have a host (the host must 
be a member or PRTRC). (This prevents coaches from profiting 
from the use of our facility without investing in the club). 

 

 It is the hosts responsibility to check the availability of the ring and/or 
clubhouse, for knowing the fees and policies, ensuring all members have 
HCBC, ensuring Instructors have current insurance, ensuring riders are 
club members or collecting the NON member ring, which includes the 
round pen and stall fees and submitting the fees to the club. 

 

 All judges, coaches or clinicians are required to have Horse Council BC 
(or out of province equivalent) and instructors insurance and it is the hosts 
responsibility to insure that this is the case. 
 



 It is the responsibility of the clinic host to ensure all equipment is cleared 
from the ring on the final day of your clinic. Failure to do so may 
jeopardize the privilege of arena use in the future. 


